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Amid regional escalation, Moscow and Beijing woo Iran

T
he escalation of 
Saudi-Iranian ten-
sions may jeopardise 
Iran’s economic 
recovery and plunge 
the Middle East 

further into chaos, with Russia 
playing a destabilising role, 
according to experts in Washing-
ton.

The timing of the attack on the 
Saudi embassy in Tehran may 
prove to be a setback for Iranian 
President Hassan Rohani, just as 
Iran was looking to reap economic 
benefits from the nuclear deal 
with Western powers.

“Rohani was getting this close to 
sanctions being lifted on Iran but 
then a bunch of hoodlums attack 
the embassy,” said Iran expert Alex 
Vatanka of the Washington-based 
Middle East Institute (MEI), refer-
ring to the attack on Saudi Arabia’s 
embassy in Tehran in response to 
the execution of Saudi Shia cleric 
Nimr al-Nimr.

Speaking at a panel hosted by 
MEI, Vatanka said the embassy 
attack could not have happened 
without blessings from Iranian 
Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei.

“And we haven’t heard from the 
supreme leader since, probably 
because he realised it was a mis-
take very fast,” said Vatanka.

Nonetheless, the row may have 
left Rohani with his hands tied 
domestically because he cannot be 
seen as soft on the Saudis, whom 
Vatanka suggests may be the “next 
boogie man” that Khamenei is 
looking to create given the thaw 
in relations with the United States 
and the West.

Iranian politics have long been 
divided into two lines of thought, 
though they usually converge 
on pragmatic grounds. The more 
Western-oriented political leader-
ship says economic recovery 
requires pivoting towards Western 
economies, which was Tehran’s 
main incentive in negotiating the 
nuclear deal.

And despite the supreme 
leader’s aversion to the West, 
Vatanka says that Khamenei and 
the hardline Islamic Revolution-
ary Guards Corps (IRGC) “get it”. 
They recognise that the country’s 
economic recovery comes through 
rapprochement with the West, 
which is why they grudgingly 
allowed negotiations to move 
forward.

But during the years that Iran 
has endured economic sanctions, 
the IRGC became heavily involved 
in the country’s economy, invest-
ing in projects in partnership with 
China and Russia. This economic 
empire may become threatened 
with an opening to the West and a 
changing economic terrain.

“Look at the Ahmadinejad pe-

riod when the (IRGC) got involved 
in the Iranian economy like never 
before, starting to make money. 
And now they fear that Rohani 
will give some of these projects to 
Western companies. The (IRGC) 
has better relations with China 
and Russia,” said Vatanka.

For their part, China and Russia 
want to maintain relations with 
Iran regardless of domestic and 
regional dynamics.

China expert John Garver 
of Georgia Tech University in 
Atlanta said Beijing had its eyes 
on Middle East oil, which repre-
sents 60% of global production. A 
nuclear-armed Iran may have led 
to a regional war, something that 
would have threatened China’s oil 
imports.

“So China dangled a carrot to 
Iran: If you settle the nuclear 
issue, we’ll do big business with 
you. If you can’t, then we can’t 
help you,” Garver said at the 
MEI forum. He noted that China 
worked in tandem with the United 
States on the deal and is one of its 
signatories.

Russia and Iran have for 
decades wavered between ten-
sion and tolerance but the latest 
turmoil in the region appears to 
have cemented a sort of pragmatic 
bond between the two countries.

Moscow likes to think of itself 
as a great Middle East power just 
as the Soviet Union was, but to 
achieve this it needs a partner 
and Iran is a natural fit because its 
powerful mullahs are inherently 
anti-Western.

Russia supported and prodded 

Tehran to reach a nuclear deal 
because Moscow feared that if Iran 
became a nuclear power, it would 
lead to a war that would result in 
American domination of the Gulf. 
For Russia, a non-nuclear, non-
Western Iran is the best outcome.

“You need to see it in terms of 
Moscow’s point of view,” Russia 
expert Stephen Blank of the Ameri-
can Foreign Policy Council told the 
MEI forum. “For all the bad history 
that exists between the two coun-
tries, Iran is still the most overtly 
anti-US country in the region and 
therefore most likely to respond to 
Russia.”

An alliance with Iran also sup-
ports Russia’s economic interests. 
Iranian energy exports to Eu-
rope, for example, could displace 
Russian energy exports. It thus 
behoves Moscow to invest in Iran’s 
energy sector to gain influence on 
energy deals abroad.

And Moscow already finds itself 
unequivocally on Iran’s side in 
the ongoing turmoil in the region, 
especially in Syria, where Rus-
sian forces actively support the 
government along with Iran and its 
Lebanese protégé, Hezbollah.

“Moscow is opposed to people 
power so they’ll keep supporting 
Assad. And they want to stick it to 
Washington and create an abiding 
coalition in the Middle East,” Blank 
said. “Russia is the only great 
power that has no viable interest in 
stability in the Middle East.”

Rasha Elass is a Washington 
correspondent for The Arab 
Weekly.
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The encroachment 
of Iran’s velayat-e faqih 
raises tensions
Beirut

S 

ince the 1979 Islamic revo-
lution in Iran, Arab states 
have become ill at ease with 
the Iranian clerical regime’s 
proclamation of velayat-e 

faqih, a theological doctrine requir-
ing the submission of Shias world-
wide to the religious and political 
guidance of Iran’s supreme religious 
leader.

A formulation that has come to 
closely resemble Middle Age Euro-
pean popeism, velayat-e faqih has 
furnished Iran with an aggressive 
foreign policy that seeks to export 
and expand Iranian influence, under 
the pretext of supporting the dis-
possessed, liberating the Palestinian 
territories and what Tehran sees as 
resisting Western impositions.

Anxiety and suspicion among 
Arab states towards emerging Shia 
Iranian power has stemmed from 
the fact that Arab society is a sec-
tarian mix, and the fear that Shias’ 
allegiance to velayat-e faqih could 
undermine national cohesion and 
political fabric of many Arab states.

During the past 35 years, Arab-
Iranian relations have been fraught 
with tension. The toll of strained 
relations has been devastating. The 
1980-88 Iran-Iraq war claimed the 
lives of more than 500,000 people. 
In the past five years, more than 
250,000 Syrians have been killed 
and millions displaced as an indirect 
consequence of this ongoing con-
flict.

The fight has been raging on 
through various proxies and asym-
metric conflicts in multi-sectarian 
countries such as Iraq, Syria, Leba-
non, Bahrain and Yemen.

Rising sectarian tensions have 
fuelled the drive among many Arab 
Shias to pay allegiance to velayat-e 
faqih and others to forge political 

and military alliances with Iran. 
Countering Pan-Shiism, Sunni radi-
calism has gathered momentum and 
a support base in the Middle East, 
culminating in the rise of the so-
called Islamic State (ISIS).

This emergent regional paradigm 
has placed the fate of many Arab 
republics in jeopardy: Iraq, Syria 
and Yemen have become battle-
grounds between sectarian rivals, 
while in Lebanon, the state has been 
paralysed as a result of a sectarian-
charged stalemate.

Iranian protests against the exe-
cution in Saudi Arabia of Saudi Shia 
cleric Nimr al-Nimr illustrate the po-
tential for the doctrine of velayat-e 
faqih to undermine the authority of 
nation states in the Middle East.

The prominence of such protests 
among pro-Iranian Shia groups in 
Arab states further reflects the polit-
ical irreconcilability between nation 
state-based sovereign relations and 
sectarian irredentism, articulated 
respectively in the Shias’ doctrine of 
velayat-e faqih and Salafist-claimed 
Islamic caliphate.

Velayat-e faqih has helped con-
solidate Iranian regional power and 
that of the ayatollahs in particular at 
the expense of Arab states. The sec-
tarian homogeneity of Iran and the 
heterogeneity of Arab states have 
helped Iran in this endeavour. At the 
same time, the shift in allegiance 
of a large number of Arab Shias to-
wards velayat-e faqih has been at-
tributed to increasing sectarian rifts 
brought about by the weakening of 
Arab states.

Saudi Arabia’s swift decision to 
terminate diplomatic ties with Iran, 
following attacks against its embas-
sy in Tehran, reflects deep concern 
towards the unfolding implication 
of velayat-e faqih in compromising 
its own sovereignty and territorial 
integrity.

Sectarian irredentism presents an 
unprecedented existential threat to 
every multi-sectarian Arab state. 
Nabil Elaraby, secretary-general 
of the Arab League, accused Iran 
of carrying out “provocative acts” 
while UAE Foreign Minister Sheikh 
Abdullah bin Zayed al-Nahyan has 
complained that Iran is intentionally 
inciting sectarian strife.

“Iran doesn’t have qualms and 
doesn’t hesitate to use the sectarian 
card as a way to dominate the region 
and interfere in the internal affairs 
of Arab countries through issuing 
threats and support for extremist 
groups,” he said.

An emergency meeting of the 
Arab League in December saw the 
organisation throw its support be-
hind Saudi Arabia and condemn Ira-
nian meddling in Arab affairs.

Evidently, Iranian-Arab relations 
are in a state of turmoil, defined 
by proxy battles fought on various 
countries’ fronts. However, Saudi 
Deputy Crown Prince Mohammed 
bin Salman bin Abdulaziz ruled out 
direct military confrontation with 
Iran.

Tehran, in turn, extended an offi-
cial apology to Saudi Arabia through 
the United Nations and took meas-
ures to arrest a number of suspects 
blamed for setting the Saudi consu-
late ablaze.

The potential victory of Iranian 
reformists bidding to win February 
parliamentary elections and estab-
lish closer ties with the West and 
more amicable relations with Arab 
states provide further room for cau-
tious optimism.

Nonetheless, it remains incon-
ceivable for Iran to develop a foreign 

policy towards the Arab world that 
does not embed velayat-e faqih in its 
outlook.

After promoting itself as the pro-
tector of the Shia community world-
wide, Iran has ensured a prominent 
role and a critical stake in regional 
stability, a position that it will not 
readily abandon willingly. In a way, 
Iran has imposed itself as an actor in 
the future of every multi-sectarian 
Arab state.

Meanwhile, the Arab world has 
yet to master the art of building in-
clusive state institutions to manage 

religious and cultural diversity. Till 
then, the legitimacy of Arab states’ 
claims to sovereignty will continue 
to be vulnerable to external manipu-
lation and to the appeal of sectarian 
irredentism.

Imad Salamey is an associate 
professor of political science and 
international affairs at the Lebanese 
American University in Beirut, a 
senior policy adviser on Middle East 
and Arab Affairs, and the author 
of The Government and Politics of 
Lebanon.
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Under the shadow. Iranian youths sit under a large picture of 
Iran’s late leader Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini and Iran’s Supreme 
Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei at a park in Tehran.


